
Driving Change:

Mitie – The Pathway to Electric Vehicles



Who?
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• Mitie is the UK’s leading facilities management business, with 49,000 employees across the whole of the UK.

• We offer a range of specialist services including Security, Engineering Services, Cleaning Landscaping, Energy and 
Property Consultancy, and Custody Support Services. 

• We have thousands of clients including government, retailers, higher education, manufacturing, financial services, 
local authorities and some of the nation’s vital infrastructure.

• We are in the top-10 for the biggest fleets in the UK:

• 5,300 vehicles on the fleet - 1,900 cars and 3,400 vans; plus approx. 200 short term hires

Mitie
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Our fleet – June 2019 findings
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Number
EV Suitable 

80 mile range?

Movano 448 0% 

Vivaro 1,947 0%

Combo 1,207 24%

Astra 689 20%

Insignia 672 18%

Other Cars 631 14%

Other Vehicles 388 8%

Total 5,982 12%

An Average 20% can 

switch now with no trial

Availability Challenge



Why?
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Why 
EVs?

Planet

Policy 

Public 
Opinion

Pocket
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Planet
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• CO2 levels are at their highest-ever

• Transport now accounts for a third of UK’s CO2 emissions

• And it hasn’t reduced in line with other sectors

• This is OUR responsibility to address – solutions not issues

Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy Report 2018



Policy
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“Cleaner air, a better environment, zero emission vehicles, a strong clean economy – those are 

our goals.” Chris Grayling MP, Former Transport Secretary



Public opinion
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Pocket
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EVs offer reduced 
WLC thanks to 
lower:

• Fuel costs

• BIK

• Servicing, 
maintenances & 
repair costs

These lower costs have made up for higher initial capital investments – Mitie’s switch to EVs is 

cost neutral. 



How?
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Our commitments
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20 by 20

• 20% of Mitie’s car and small van fleet to be electric by end 2020

– 717 electric vehicles

– 4,000 tonnes of CO2 to be saved per year

Chargepoint investment

• Install charge points at all EV drivers homes

– 250 Mitie office chargers

– REGO backed electricity

Commitment to spread this beyond Mitie

• Supporting our customers on their EV journey 



Our commitments
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Employee engagement
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Mitie EV Roadshows
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Arrive – Drive – Discuss 

• Invited all our fleet drivers interested in using an EV to attend one of our regional EV roadshows.

• Drivers have little, and often incorrect, knowledge about EVs

• Our commercial vehicle manufacturer partners and charge point partner, Pod Point, on hand, to answer 
questions and offer test drives. 



We surveyed our fleet drivers on the list to get an EV, to find out why they had expressed an interest in switching. 
The key findings were:

• Environment is top motivation for people already interested in EVs

• For those who are unsure, questions and uncertainty around the range of vehicles available are the 
key reasons 

We’ve used these findings to shape and improve our EV strategy and internal communications plans.

Staff will then be re-surveyed six months after delivery of their vehicle, so we can learn more about 
how they have found the process and what we can further improve. 

Fleet driver surveys
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Internal comms campaign
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Encouraging employee advocates
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What we’ve learnt. 
So far….
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• Vehicle availability a significant challenge – How will the industry help?  Modular Batteries? Large Vans?
– We offer Early Engagement, Collaboration and Bulk Orders

• Awareness and understanding of EVs is low – talk about the benefits of EVs rather than glossy ICE Ads!
– We want your help to Communicate, Communicate, and communicate some more

• Regulation and Taxation make a huge difference – it is pro-EV and likely to get more so, are you ready?
– We will (and want you to) Advocate for significant & rapid change

• Installing infrastructure in leased premises is slow – could we lobby for the “right to install”? Support Rapid
– We are applying for landlord permission now but need faster turnaround and then DNO support

• Electric First policy will be the “new normal” – OEMs and Supply Chains who embrace this will gain share
– Our passion will make it happen

• Enthusiastic EV drivers are fantastic vocal advocates – Good vehicles with 200 mile+ range are “no regret”
- We encourage them to speak openly about their experience 

What we’ve learnt & Actions required
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What’s next
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• We’ve started our rollout in smaller more manageable numbers, now we want to get as many Mitie EVs on 
the road as possible. 
That means procuring large volumes – we’ll provide the commitment if you provide the vehicles!

• Widespread charge point installation at client, supplier and public sites – how can you help?

• It’s time to tackle our fleet of bigger vans. Currently there’s no viable replacement for our large vans, but 
we want that to change!  Talk to me… 

What’s next
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Thank you


